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What is Social 
Commentary?
Social Commentary is the act of using rhetorical 
means to provide commentary with current issues 
going on in society. This done with the idea of either 
implementing change or promoting it to a general 
public and having this fit other people’s sense of 
justice.

For the Film Festival, I decided to choose Social 
Commentary, which means the films in this 
category explain certain or earlier society 
matters/problems in different ways to send out a 
message to people in hopes that others will agree 
and join in.



An Honest Lie
An Honest Lie is an English Movie that takes place in the current year. 
Our main protagonist Charlotte is seen walking around some kind of 
shopping district when she encounters 3 mean girls who make fun of her 
appearance and walk off laughing when she moves out of the way. 
Charlotte then walks up to what is called a “Truth Machine” and gives 
money asking why her life is the way that it is. The machine then says 
she is boring, dumb and her apperance is bad. She is given 2 choices, 
plastic surgery and education for 300 thousand dollars, or self 
elimination (suicide). She then walks over to a bridge where she then 
meets a women asking her about the machine as well. The lady goes on 
explaining why bother not trying to be different, what’s good in staying 
who you are, since society sees you as not needed. Charlotte then says 
that she doesn’t need to listen to anybody’s truth but hers. She doesn’t 
think that anyone else’s truth should be above hers. She chose what to 
do in her life, no one else, so she has a right to do whatever she wants 
with her life. After that, she walks away and the camera cuts to the 
women’s legs as she lifts them up towards the bridge fence, where the 
film ends. This shows social commentary as it explains the current 
problem in society about looks and education on how if you are on the 
lower end of either of these, you are seen as different and don’t fit in 
society. As well as the use of a “Truth Machine” as a hint of how people 
see you in a different light than you do.



A Low Hum
A Low Hum is an English movie based in Australia in a “future” year of 
2018 where people have drones that record, take pictures and upload 
them to the internet, as well as them having a small form of a 
personality. The film starts off with a lady on the beach with her drone, 
where she is live recording herself onto a social media site trying to get 1 
million followers. Despite this popularity, she doesn’t have someone to 
go out with. Later one, she is seen browsing a date app where she finds 
someone that she likes. They both meet up and instantly hook up, along 
with the drones. Time goes by and both social media accounts are 
blowing up to the point where the drones are having trouble with the 
amount of traffic going on. One of the drones puts out smoke to distract 
both the man and women in which they both end up kissing. However, 
they soon realize about their accounts and end up not interested in each 
other anymore, however the drones are and leave them both. This is 
another one of social commentary as technology is used in a way to 
bring people together, but it can also split people up as shown in this 
film. Most dates occur on dating app and website and most of the time 
don’t go as either party hope and blame on the internet. This is one 
problem as people would rather talk online than in person and it can split 
them into 2 different realities and they must chose one.
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